BAJORAN
THE NEXT GENERATION ERA ONLY
In the middle years of the 23rd Century, the Terran Empire reached the
planet of Bajor. Seeing the world’s rich resources and strategic location near
the Cardassian Union, the Empire quickly occupied the world. The Imperial
Starfleet easily defeated Bajor’s forces, and all Bajorans who fought back
were rounded up and publicly executed. Over the next half-century, over a
hundred million Bajorans would be killed. The Bajoran religion was heavily
suppressed, with all suspected priests killed and all icons and relics seized
and destroyed, including all known Orbs of the Prophets. Eventually, the
Klingon-Cardassian Alliance freed Bajor from its occupation. Grateful for their
liberation, Bajor immediately joined the alliance, enslaving any remaining
Terrans and putting them to work rebuilding their world. With the aid of
the Cardassians, the Bajorans constructed a space station around their
world to aid in mining and the restoration of their world. Terrans from
adjacent sectors were relocated to the station, Terok Nor, to perform
hard labour in its uridium processing facilities. Many Bajorans relished
the opportunity to repay the Terrans for generations of suffering. In
2372, the station was seized by Terran rebels, who threatened to
irradiate the planet’s surface if Bajor took any aggressive action. After
Alliance attempts to retake the station failed, Bajor reluctantly accepted
the rebel’s presence.
TALENTS: The character receives access to the following talents:

FAITH OF THE HEART

REQUIREMENT: Bajoran, or Gamemaster’s Permission
When things look their worst, you can fall back on your belief in the
Prophets. Once per mission, you can re-roll all the dice in a Task. However,
you cannot apply Focuses to this re-roll.

FAITHLESS

REQUIREMENT: Bajoran, or Gamemaster’s Permission
After your world’s occupation, you have lost your faith in the Prophets
and hold few things sacred, being either highly rational or deeply
cynical. You may challenge a Value to gain a point of Determination
twice during a mission rather than just once.

SPECIES
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